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ABSTRACT

The advent of ADP-controlled production of technical publications
has provided all kinds of benefits in the form of cost-effectiveness,
efficiency, and accuracy. However, the chief problem encountered in
such techniques historically has been the keypunch operation. It
rbquires the use of vendors, with the concomitant problems of cost,
transportation, and the conspicuous absence of highly touted accuracies.
Also, the increasing usage of Government computer facilities has begun
to present problems when a publication with a frequent revision cycle
is involved. Taking stock of the foregoing problems, this Section
sought some way to solve them. It needed desperately to improve the
data acquisition and management system used to publish the electronic
equipment Field Change Identification Guide (FCIG) program. Working
in conjunction with the NPPS, a new data retrieval system has been
adopted to provide a fast-response capability by means of an on-line,
time-shared computer in which FCIG data are accessed by an operator
terminal located right in the Section office. The flow of input and
output data associated with the field change program has become
manageable and adapted to a streamli-'d operation through use of the
new system.
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INTRODUCTION

The Electronic Equipment Field Change Identification Guide,

referred to as the FCIG, is the single source of identification data

for electronic equipment field changes. It consists of six lists of

equipment entries, with each list corresponding to a category of elec-

tronic equipment (i.e., communications, radar, sonar, test equipment,

radiac, and countermeasures). Within each list, equipment entries

are arranged alphanumerically by field change number and JAN nomen-

clature. Figure 1 shows a page from the radar FCIG. Note that the

following data are given in a rather succinct format:

* Eqaipment name

* Field change number

* Title of field change

* Associated publications correction material

* Field change type, funding, estimated hours required
to implement it, and the publication number and
federal stock number of the field change bulletin

* Serial numbers of equipments affected by the field
change

o Identification data
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The individual lists are published as separate sections of the

equipment-oriented handbooks of the Electronics Installation and

Maintenance Book (EIMB) series. These handbooks are revised each

quarter, with two handbook revisions being published each month.

The FCIG comprises the bulk of each revision package. Thus two of

the six FCIG master lists are revised and republished each month.

Coupled with the necessity of frequent, periodic revisions

is the requirement that the data be as current as is practicable.

These two conditions historically have been difficult to meet

because of our total commitment to the sequential-card composition

system. This system has a 50 to 60-day production cycle, which

means that the published data are around 2 months old when they

are received by the Fleet. The solution to this problem clearly

lay in developing new procedures for managing the FCIG data program.

DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA

We began an investigation into the problem of developing new

procedures with the premise that the best solution lay in some form

of automatic data processing (ADP). The Technical Support Branch

already had three operational ADP-controlled publications program.

These were:

* MIL-HDBK-140 (Security classifications of electronic
equipment)

* Weights and Vertical Centers-of-Gravity Reports

* Handbook of Manufacturers Designating Symbols
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BraNch personnel were well indoctrinated in the use and capabilities

of ADP devices to control and maintain publications which require

frequent updating. However, even with the improvements realized by

cha•.Cing from conventional data handliug techniques to ADP techniques,

two problems developed which soon became the limiting factors in

producing prblications that are revised frequently. The problems

are associated .:ith keypunching-keyverification and the "turn-around"

time. The FCIG data must be updated frequently, and the data for a

given revision must be the latest information that can be obtained

prior to the revision "freeze date." Consider first the impact on

these requirements by the keypunching-keyverification problem. The

data must be transcribed onto 80-colu-nn keypunch transmittal forms.

The forms are forwarded to the NAVMAT ADP support activity, which in

turn sends the data to a vendor for keypunching and keyverification.

After any errors detected during verification are corrected, the ADP

support activity prepares a paper printout and sends it to the

originator for a brief review of the material. Any error, discovered

at this stage necessitate going through the entire cycle again.

A typical cycle is approximately 1-1/2 weeks in duration. Although

this period of time doesn't sound excessively long, it represents

only a 2-week decrease in the time required in the sequential-card

composition technic'ie.

The long "turn-around" time is increased further by heavy

workloads and manpower shortages in the NAVMAT ADP support activity.
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Even the advent of higher-speed computing machinery has not sub-

stantially alleviated the problem. Thus we have a situation such as

this: we continually obtain new and faster data processing machinery,

but we are constantly constrained by the limitations of peripheral

equipment, manpower shortages, involved proced'rres, and such. The

situation is similar to the air transportation riddle: "Why is it

that we can fly from coast to coast at increasingly higher speeds, yet

it takes longer and longer to drive across town just to get to the

airport?"

Thus the problem here was defined in terms of finding a way to

avoid the keypunch operation, if possible, and to reduce the turn-

around time. Working on this problem with the Navy Publication and

Printing Service, we have found a system which offers a solution.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE TER4INAL SYSTEM

The Administrative Terminal System (ATS) was developed by IBM

and consists of a 1440 computer and a number of time-sharing terminals

for inputting and outputting data. Figure 2 shows the configuration

of the system. Data are entereQ into disk storage in the 19M 1440

computer via a dataphone line. The keyboard is a conventicnal IBM

Selectric typewriter with an additional key to signal the computer.

The ATS terminal and dataphone are located in the Main Navy Building,

and the computer is located on the downtown premises of the contractor,

the VIP Systems Corporation.
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The terminal operator, a Government clerk-typist, can enter data

into the computer; access the data; make corrections, additions, or

deletions; and reformat the data. The data when retrieved are printed

out in upper and lower-case letters and, at the operator's option,

can be right-justified text. The operator proofreads the data from

the copy made at the terminal while the data were being inputted.

Any errors are spotted quickly and corrected immediately. Thus

keypunching and keyverification have been eliminated. The data are

always accessible for retrieving and, using the ATS as an output

device, the operator can rapidly (150 words per minute) prepare

high-quality, photolithographic reproducibles.

THE FCIG WORKFLOW

IJ Figure 3 shows the sequence of events associated with the flow

of data in the FCIG program. The first data product is normally

a manuscript of the field change instructions - either a field change

bulletin or a "paper" field change for publication in the Electronics

Information Bulletin or other media. The manuscript is forwarded by

the engineering activity to the Technical Support Branch where the

printout of the FCIG master file is maintained. (Actually there are

six master files - one for each equipment category.) The latest

field change number is determined from the printout and affixed to

the field change manuscript. If any question or confusion exists,

the computer can be interrogated by means of the ATS terminal. If

the field change publication is to be a field change bulletin, then
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a NAVSHIPS publication number is requested and entered on the manuscript.

The photolithographic reproducibles are now prepared. If the end product

is a field change bulletin, the reproducibles are distributed and stocked

via the supply system. If the end product is an EIB-propagated field

change, the information is composed for publication in the EIB. After

the field change appears in the EIB, it is extracted, assigned a NAVSHIPS

publications number and stocked in the supply system.

The field change information is then placed in the FCIG format

and transferred to the proper place in computer storage via the ATS

terminal. By entering these data on an "as-arrived" basis, the FCIG

master files are kept up to date. As new field change numbers are

assigned, the new numbers are annotated on the master file printouts.

At some time interval, new printouts will be requested at which time

the old ones will be discarded.

PREPARING AN FCIG REVISION

The current production plan for the FCTG utilizes the ATS terminal

as an input device only. Preparation of an FCIG revision begins with

accessing the docunent number for the proper master subfile and print

instructions (Figure 4). The contractor then prepares a magnetic tape

of the proper FCIG master file (the internal 1440 storage is magnetic-

disk). Then it is necessary to prepare a paper tape for the Photon

equipment. This equipment, a photocomposition device, decodes the punched

paper tape and records the decoded data onto photographic paper. The

finished product is a multiple-type-font galley of high photolithographic
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qualit.. Figure 5 shows a page from the Test Equipment FCIG. Note

the bold type for the equipment nomenclature. The galley has been

"pasted up" to obtain a 2-column format. Figure 6 shows a portion of

the input data for the same page. The degree symbols superimposed on

the "A" of the nomenclature line and on the colon are codes for

the Photon to indicate a change in type font. The reproducible

mechanicals, in 2-column format, are sent to the printer and distributed

via the supply system.

Other options (not illustrated) are available. The magnetic

tape can be processed in other computerized photocomposition devices

such as the Stromberg-Carlson 4020 and the Morgenthaler Linotron.

If desired, the ATS terminal can also be used as an output device.

* The data printout would be of photolithographic quality and would be

used to prepare reproducible mechanicals.

CONCLUSIONS

The Administrative Terminal System is a truly flexible system.

It provides close technical control over the data inputting, maintenance,

and retrieval. It precludes the red tape involved with many conventional

inhouse ADP procedures. It precludes tne entire keypunching operation.

Finally, it assures that the data are "purified" prior to storage and

subsequent retrieval. The over-all FCIG is already in computer storage

and we are applying our efforts toward further "purification" of the

data each time we go to press. The ATS has proved itself a valuable
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data management tool which in one compact, economical package offers

some solutions to the problems that all of us in the data management

business experience.
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I1-AH/TPS-1B - MX-834/TPS-AI tepl ant. dtive kit 2-AH/UPA-24 -
e -t->n 7Yt;r.: C!,- :V . -35,TPS-1B, Nf 92,50

I-A FA-5 NS98137 None Z-AlIUPA44 - Add wiring required lor AN/UPA-24 ýsne
SERIAL: All with AN/SPA-51 x.dlAN/SPS-32
IDENTITY: PPI Connector in plate above PPI Reptr Correction material:
sinc'ho nameplate. 2-A FA- 1,/ NS98212 Ncce,

SERIAL: All AN/UPA-24 is ised witth ,N.'SPA-Fl "Ia
12-AH/TPS-.1 - MX-836/TPS-lB elect mot drive for PU-51 AN/SPS-32

TPS-IB IDENTITY: Energizinr of relay K4201 in Electron:? jot; ,
,orre:tio. anterial: TV. tar PU-L/.TPS-.b, NS 9IGE, TD- 326/SP (port of ANl/SPA-5l) when thie cnallen.;
I-A FA-5 NS9B074 F5840-332-5166 switch S701 on Set Conurol C- I008/UPA-24 is at eitner the

S ERIAL: All "ON" or "LOCK ON" position.
IDENTITY: Electric mc"-r driver generator of power unit
PU-1S/TPS-IB 4-AN/UPA-24 - Replace vurec mixer (30' series) _

assembly
4-AM/IPX-IIA - Same as l-AN/TPX-18 Correction material: T•'. - N594257,'SC -2947'.2;

PSS - 'S94: 57 .32 tcr A: PA-24-
I-AM/UIPA-IB -Nor chq ttr 120and 51 dummy 1oams I-A FA-15 IF 1391 Fl4C-P- >-C,

"SERIAL: All
A FA-S NSgB623 F6625-50B-1412 I, OITIT'Y: Pr. ence of neu nameplate on video-m-ccler.

SERIAL: AIl
IDE'NTTY: Nameplates for dummy Lids will ae DA-1AMJ |-AH/UPA-3S - Improve Safety -ondituors (rarwer Sto;
and DA-129/IJ (ot KY-l36,,'JPA-38)

Correction materiel: None Requiired
I-AM/UPA-22 - Drive mot. repl :arbon brg (0-229) with 2-A FA-1

ball brg SERIAL: All
Zotrector manter:al: T-1 tý NS 91516(A) IDENTITY: Presence of a drawer stop consisting of a
2-A FA-2 NS98330 F5985-318-7021 

2
-l/2-inch steel pin inserted into a hole drilled at the end

SERIAL: All of the drawer rail about 1/4 inch from the roller of t.,e
Ir.ENTITY: Replacement of -Otbon bearing with ball bear- KY-136/UPA-38
virq and addition of upper and lower retaiunin rings in motor
shaft. 2-A1/UPA-3S- i.ep fr erit asIstars

7or-t'-toa -,atetiah: T- ' 7

2-A F A-!
2-A1/UPA-22- Cancellen CElIAL: A;.

I- ENTITY
3-AM/UPA-22- Pwr redt ckt, rewire

Correction rniterial: None I-AH/UPA-43 - Addition of Re]r • i -[',,et--r;:z• A-it .,
2-A FA- NS981079 None P-Jenrzl 3,romp when Fiterenie Voltoan iF-,

SERIAL: All ,orrection material: [`01492-
IDENTITY: Jumpers are removed from tube sockets XV-404 2-A F A-4 j None
and XV-405 SERIAL: All

IDENTITY Preser,-n of a relay between T3604 an
i-AMI/UPA-23 - Same as I-AN/tJPA-22 TB6002.

2-A14A)PA-23- Cancelled I-AN/UPM.7-. Retat:a' o! Shock Hc-'Ir'
Correction material: None

3-AH/UPA-23 - 5ome as 3-ANWPA-22 2-A FA-I NS9e '1,b 5 orae
SERIAL: All.

I-ANAJPA-24 - Hi-V reset sw an! md, a-dd IDENTITY. Mountinq at "-4u.
7crrection trateti-l: T-2 to NS 92119(A)
- A t:;, f -> -e 2-AM/UPM-70 - ',!L- - --- . ,

SERIAL: All
ILENTITY: Press to reset H.V. overload button added to t -on aiot-r il -4 1' (

frornt panel of rTiat Se' control unit C-l00ICUOA-24 siretly A A I
toekiw ard -erter bet l-t, selector switches. jElAL I c

1: E N-l7y ',I I' -
gu 1 SA P 3,om .Ad,, FCI .

i ~Figure,, |Sample Page from Radar MCG.
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I-AN IP%t-IB: Pokwvr tuse hange SE RIA A I I
A I--1 .- I 2 S9X7'9 Fi-4tt-695-0I69 IDINTIT'r Adds ne' 'idCOOut. mod in ~ck to the

51 RIM1 (CIHi 1201-1421 leit of the attenuator di
I DENTITY Thec amp luscs arc replaced with 3 amp
fuses I-A%/IiRM-25D: Procedure for Grounding the AN IJRM-

25D through the Power Rcceptacie
2-A%: PN1-IH: .Antenna ass%. incorrect Correction material None

A% -A-3 NS98779 None 2--A I-A-2 %S981675
SERIAL (CIHI 1201-1422 SERIAL All which emplo% a two-conductor power cable
IDENTITY Disconnect ank cable going to the ant and have no provisions fro grounding the equipment
Chec touhing onetweadnt the toute rtr-wk sheleomte natal cabENTT Suithuio af threew-conductor gruneowcber
Chec to ontinuit bneledtoee the oteo querterfwthe eoxa alements aDNIY Subtit-nution goune th pe tw-odctrpoer
connector in the base ofthe ant There should be
no continuit% It continuitk exists. field change 2-A%/ R.%1.25D- Protcctive Coser lor apacitors C68
has not been performed Recheck as before and C169

Correction material None

I-AN t PM-IB: Same as 3-AN UPM-l -except 2-A I-A-3 None
SERIA1 C IHi 1201-1335 SERIAL. ALL

IDENTITY Presence of an extended cover os-er capacitor
4-ANIjPM-IB: Same as4-.AN/L;PNI- - escpt tips C168 and C169
SERIAL iCIHI 1201-1202

i-AN/iRI-26A: Procedure for Obtaining Pulse Modulation
I-AN tPM-2: Crkstal replacement Correction material. NS919'1.42

Correction material See NS98780 2-A FA Nun-
A IF A-i 4 NS698780 No ne SERIAL

SERIA1 AlIl IDENTITY
I DLN T ITYN The ' IN21 crsstals are replaced with IN25
crsstats 2' crstals are in wasemneter. 5 crNstals l-AN/URIRM-26B11: Improving External Modulation
are in the lid ol carrsing case Correction material T- to NS92890J

2-A I-A- None
h I-A%. I PM11A: ( onsersiiin to proside Mark IOSIV test SERIAL. Equipments Produced under NObsrs-8s40h.

capabitits 57537. 71795. 59607. 7516K, 75745. 75905. X1404* and
( irrcction material TM.k lot AN, UPM-99. NS93520 M38
2-B NYE-80 NS9X1141 F5840-586-0825 IDENTITY

StERI A[. -ll
IDENTITY Modifies equipment desinati-in to .AN/UPM- I-AN/URM43; Securing (r~stal Holders

99 Correction material. None
2-A I-A- None

I-AN,' t PM-A: Electron tube contact, rep] SERIAL AN/LJRM-43 (or ME-Il/LI series that are not
Correction material to NS91467(Al spring loaded or hasve no device for securing the
A I-A-I NS98284 E6625-301-95f(2 cr~ssal holder

SI- RI N 1-219. 22-DMO4.689XX72
IDENTITY Electron tube contact replaced with Hazeltine I-AN/URVIM43A: Replacement of scale selevior switch
Part No SP-1012123- S-101 on wattmeter ME-Il/U for easier calibration

Correction material TlIoiiNS91942
I-AN/IPM4D8: Same ast-AN'LPM-t6A 2-A VA-1/2 NS991239 None

'-AN'tP-60 %Aoif~rus%/KYI17L P-39SERIAL. All
2-ANI- %4-6: Mdal ot sewrY-17,LP-39IDENTITY Substitutio~nofSPDTSwitchwitha DPDT

Correction material T1-3to NS9146fi7Ai Switch
B YF-4 NS905(6 U5940-111-3284

Figure S Sample Page of Test Eqwuipment FCIG Produced by ATS-Photon System.



l-~'LS4? Incorporation of '-C Firing Circuit in. 2issile Starting and 7
Launcliimg Console 'ýodcl CA-663/!'S--4.

Correction naterial: T- to NS
1-:. FA-60 93572

S 7- IAýL: 1 tliru 6
I'1Z-TITY: Cield change namep'lates installed on front of console

l-~2:rs:'5~? eplaceinent of Type 5696 Tubes with Type 5727/2D21~',
Correction material: T-1 to ,,S n1327(A)
1-,, TA-3 98914 !rone

SFUJI'L: All
I-D7ZTTY: Tyne 569Y. tubes replaced i'{th 5727/2! 2W1-

14~::/P*,--l? Pro, install
Correction material: Chan':e 1 to NS 91255
A TA-/, 7587 6625-642-59 0 1

5 7-IAL :l-220
p1') :7T TY : MI)O to!"'le avi-tch on front panel

1-/'S-! Conver--ion of 7.%-13/PS'.:-l and 7'!-14/PSv'-2 Insulation 7ept 25
Sets from Vacuum Tu!~c to Selenium "iectlfication

-.orrection material: to I13 ~43O
2-,, -!.4 -.one

q' T : 7:.-] 3/PF' and! Zb14-1//PS!N-2 -'..ich are nart of :'s I -2

T LC:T T n': !Teleniu-n "'octifier in niaco of "'actur uo

-,? Cancel le-1

]~:/T'~l? !Acctronic Plun-Tn Tort F'et - Tncorporation ol Tactor'.. 37
'&lfcati-!Cullctin in. 1 as a -iclcl 11:anwe
1Correctionl raterinl: -,o L-c 'urni-)ec' as a :-crranent C'~anýc to 32

11" *f'C5757.

T.''T.L: Clthru 2
T' !-:TT-'':

7~:c'Y-13? -e'iountin'- Jac!25
'Orre-c~ifn T-nterial : "one c'nuirv,]
2 -:.. 1-

7 1 '1. : :.rpjiiprrnrr '.tiilt u-nd'r (7ontract i 7'r C<¶ý (C2- t'iru :,7)
1' T :!Y: )osrvin! t1 .at tlx sill- scrrccmi,'. un)L"ernfat', tihe ton~ rnncl 1/7

for J:-c'. .J51 :Cas :,cc:. re-ovecd.

Figure 6. Portion of Dota Given in FVg. 5, Shown in Input Format.


